butions come from lipid chemists, neurochemists, paediatricians and psychologists. Since a large part of the brain is composed of lipids for formation of myelin sheaths, the major emphasis is on the effects of lipid deficiencies at the vulnerable period of brain development when myelination is occurring. There is an excellent chapter on the structural role of fatty acids and other lipids for formation of membranes in brain; and another on the types of fatty acids and their metabolism in brain membranes. Interesting animal models to study in regard to pathology are two mutations in mice (the Jimpy and Quaking mouse) which show inherited defects in pathways for deposition of myelin and give clues to the sequential timing of biochemical events leading to myelination. The environmental counterpart is to examine the effects of diets deficient in essential fatty acids on the myelination process in rats; and the paper on this topic shows that behavioural performances of such deficient rats are also impaired. The obvious relevance that this has for allowing optimal mental development of children in countries where malnutrition prevails makes this an important volume for all concerned with the problems of world nutrition. Despite its somewhat portentous title this book provides an excellent substantive and yet readable account of a variety of topics that are presently exciting interest. Dr Graham Neale has successfully maintained the high standard set by previous editors in this series and is particularly to be congratulated in view of the fact that the conference was cancelled because power failures were likely. The contributions are almost invariably of a high standard, though not all cater for the general audience which is one of the main purposes of the symposium.
The choice of topics is catholic and enables interested physicians to see what is happening in somewhat remote areas of medicine. The sections on virology and clinical pharmacology should be of particular value and both contain clear and informative reviews of the current position.
There is at present considerable debate about the ability of bodies such as the Royal College of Physicians, embracing many diverse specialties, to provide a scientific forum. Despite the difficulties there remains a need to provide opportunities for physicians of varying backgrounds to hear about the progress in their own and other fields of interest. The College symposia attempt to fill this need for a general scientific forum and have been largely successful in striking the right balance between popular journalism and magisterial erudition. This book is a worthy successor to the previous volumes and can be thoroughly recommended. TIM Most respiratory diseases are caused, at least in part, by the inhalation of atmospheric impurities. The lungs are constantly exposed to bacteria, viruses, moulds, protein allergens, tobacco and industrial dusts. This volume presents an up-todate account of the modes of deposition and clearance of inhaled particles, the reactions they produce and the prophylactic measures that may be taken against them. The distinguished group of contributors comprise Lawther, R E 0 Williams, Schilling, Elmes, McKerrow and Bidstrup, so that the standard of scholarship is assured. The text is directed to practising clinicians, few of whom are likely to be interested in this very specialized yet important field. Those who wish to delve into the subject further will find useful references at the end of each chapter. The style and presentation are admirable. The expressed intention of the five authors of this expensive book has been to provide the first comprehensive and statistically valid analysis of biochemical and metabolic studies in patients with different forms of fat malabsorption. Results are presented from selected patients, mostly those in whom fat balance data were available, seen over the past ten years at the Institute of Human Nutrition in Prague. Thirteen chapters deal with the three stages of fat absorption, a classification of the principal conditions causing fat malabsorption, with the effect of antibiotics on fat absorption, and with methods used.
It is difficult to know for whom this book was written. The reviews which start each chapter are too woolly and uncritical to be suitable for the student of gastroenterology, while the discussion of the results is now largely outdated by more recent work. For example, most of the 723
